Delisting request form

Using this form you could request a delisting of one or more search results from the infotiger search
engine, if these harm your personal rights, including your first and last name.
In order to process your request, please complete this form, and return to the the following address:
Infotiger UG, Rosenstr.2, D-82024 Taufkirchen, Germany, Fax: +49 89 17809589, delisting@infotiger.com

You are the data subject involved by the delisting (adult):
First name
Last name
Email address
Country

The information indicated are mandatory. Please provide a proof of identity and note that we do not
handle requests without proof of identity. These documents will be destroyed after expiry of the legal
obligation to retain it.

You represent the data subject involved by the delisting
(for example a minor, protected person of full age, services of a lawyer):
Surname
Name
Quality (legal
representative,
guardian, lawer)
Email address
Country

The information indicated are mandatory. Please provide a proof of identity and any other document
certifying you can act on behalf of the data subject involved by the delisting (power of attorney, family
record book). Please note that we do not handle requests without proof of identity and representation.
These documents will be destroyed after expiry of the legal obligation to retain it.

The basis of your delisting request:
You are able to request the removal of weblinks at the infotiger search engine, when you notice a
violation of your privacy, in particular on the following bases:





Sensitive data

(political affiliation and religious adherence, data concerning health or sex life...)

Inaccurate information
Obsolete information
Other data

(e.g. private photos or words that causes harm to you)

Please provide the reason in detail (e.g. date and specific circumstances proving the obsolescence
of information, the evidence of the inaccuracy of the data, the evidence of intention of a third
party”s harmful intent...)

The links you would like to remove:

SIGNATURE
 By checking this box, I certify that all information provided in this form is accurate and that
I am authorized to submit this form.
 By checking this box, I certify that I have read, and agree to the following privacy statement:
infotiger is using the personal data provided in this form, to process your request and to fullfill legal
obligations. Also the email address and proof of identity is considered personal data.

Place , date, signature:
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